
FROM GREEN NATURE TO GREEN
PEOPLE WHO CREATE SLOVENIAN

TOURISM AND WANT TO HOST
GREEN-MINDED TOURISTS. 

 
GREEN INSTRUCTIONS FOR VISITORS

1)      Walk on well-trodden and marked paths, this will help maintain a

delicate natural balance.

2)      In Slovenia, we strive for the preservation and fertility of bears,

lynxes, and wolves. When entering their home, act carefully and follow

the signs. Do not try to feed animals in the forest.

3)      Instead of using the car, you should discover Slovenia by train or by

bike.

4)      Make sure to collect waste separately and take it to places that are

accessible to municipal services. If you are wandering in the hills and

mountains, take the trash to the valley. If your device breaks down or

your battery runs out during the trip, take it to a special bin.

5)      In the summer months, in the largest cities of Slovenia, public

drinking fountains are available in the middle of squares and parks for

filling or drinking water. Pour water into a bottle suitable for refilling.

6)      Help us maintain the richness of water resources by choosing a short

shower instead of a bath and turning off the water while brushing your

teeth.

7)      Help contribute to energy savings by reusing used towels or

bedding.

8)      Choose soaps, cosmetics, and other cleaning products that are

environmentally friendly and do not harm nature or its sensitive

ecosystems. Even if the cosmetics packaging is almost empty, use it up

and take it home with you.

9)      Support local producers: farmers by ordering dishes made from local

ingredients, artisans by buying their products, and artists by getting to

know or buying their artwork. Pay attention to local certified products

with the Heart of Slovenia brand.

10)    Taste the richness of Slovenian cuisine and choose typical dishes

with local ingredients and recipes.

11)    Visit museums, galleries, castles, and contribute to the preservation

of top works of Slovenian culture and art. Attend traditional events and

events that will bring you closer to Slovenian culture and tradition.

12)     Share your positive experiences with friends and help us spread the

green mindset.


